Eleanor Bacchus – Computer Officer
Hopefully most of you know who I am by now - apologies for all the emails.
This is my third year at Cambridge, out of four, and as part of CUFC I’ve so far held the roles of
Women’s 2nds Captain, Armourer, Treasurer and President, as well as helping out with coaching the
beginners. I hope what I have done so far speaks for itself in terms of my capabilities and
commitment to the club.
Matt Fitton has done an amazing job redesigning the club website and I believe I am competent
enough to be able to maintain it. I do a lot of coding and have some experience with html (and a lot
of experience googling how to solve computer problems). Beyond this I can split my plans into
realistic (things I will definitely do) and ambitious (things I’ll do if my thesis magically starts writing
itself – or, more likely, I get fed up with it and need a break).
Realistic plans:







Keep the website, facebook page and twitter feed up to date (obviously).
Get better at bugging the captains for match reports to go up on the website.
Update the news feed/events/competition pages more frequently.
Add a photo gallery/media page.
Add a contact/feedback form to the website.
Look into maintaining a profile on Sponsoc or a similar website to help the club gain
sponsorship opportunities.

Ambitious plans:





Develop the Alumni section including sorting out allowing people to donate to the club via
the website.
Find out more about the history of the club and add that to the website (Oxford have this –
we need it too).
Look into linking the accounting system with the website so people can log in to check what
they’ve paid for and what they owe. Caveat – I haven’t the faintest idea how to do this or
how feasible it is to set up and maintain (though it is something other societies have).
Look into setting up an online lesson booking system.

I have two primary aims. Firstly, I want to use the website and facebook/twitter to keep everyone in
the club informed as to what’s going on with the main purpose of making sure everyone feels
included and supporting the integration of all the different ability levels. Secondly, we need an
impressive and active online profile to help secure sponsorship.
The role of webmaster has a lot of potential, especially in supporting the aims of other committee
roles, and I think I can do a good job of fulfilling this. So, for the final time, I ask you to vote for me.

